So Many Smarts!

Did you know that there’s more than one kind of smart? It’s true! And no two people show their smarts the same way. Your blend of smarts is one-of-a-kind.

This book is all about different ways to be smart. Read on, and celebrate the unique smarts that make you…you!

Includes a Note to Parents, Caregivers, and Educators.
Did you know there’s more than one kind of **Smart**?
In fact, there are many! Where do we start?
No two people show their **Smarts** the same way.
Each of us is different, and that’s a-okay!
You have lots of different **Smarts**. Some louder, some quieter. Each plays a part. And no one **Smart** is better than another. So let’s read on. There are plenty to discover!
A strike-out pitch! Another touchdown pass! Those dancing feet, hands molding glass.

You can use your Body to express your Smarts. There are no limits here…so be off the charts!
If you're into Music — keeping a beat, creating sounds, or tapping your feet— your Smarts could be humming or singing a song, or playing your trumpet all night long.
A scientist solves problems using numbers and math. A detective sees patterns as clues on his path. **Number Smarts** are skills like matching and counting, and finding connections that are quite astounding.